Mutation induction by different types of radiation at the Hprt locus.
Mutation induction at the Hprt locus in Chinese hamster cells was studied after exposure to ultraviolet light, X-rays and alpha particles. While mutant frequency as a function of dose or fluence followed a linear-quadratic relationship with UV and X-rays, it showed a linear dependence for alpha particles. If mutant frequency is plotted vs. the logarithm of surviving fraction, a linear relationship is found in all cases although with different slopes. These are about equal with the two types of ionising radiations but about 10 times larger for UV. They can be used as a measure of mutagenic potential and are termed mutagenicity. It is shown that this parameter is correlated with the maximum of mutant yield, i.e., the number of mutants per cell at risk. It is concluded from this analysis that the maximum mutant yield is always found at doses or fluences which lead to 37% survival irrespective of the kind of radiation. If mutation induction is measured in X-irradiated cells after pre-exposure to UV, mutant frequency is higher than expected on the basis of independent action of the two radiations. Deletion spectra were determined by using multiplex polymerase chain reaction. It was found that the background of spontaneous mutants varied considerably and showed frequently repetitive patterns, presumably because of clonal expansion of pre-formed mutants. UV-induced mutants did not contain any deletions, while those with both X-rays and alpha particles the majority displayed partial and total deletions. Based on a total number of 134 X-ray- and 192 alpha-induced mutants, it is concluded that the total fraction of mutant clones without deletions (partial or total) is about 40% for X-rays and only about 20% for alpha-particles.